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When a pen is broken, it spills its ink on a script; in most cases, it stains the book and 
renders it a waste. Whatever script Ibrahim's BrokenPen spills upon, it makes one to 

almost call it a scripture. This collection of poems is a must read as it takes you 
through the very essence of Hijrah, the nostalgia and its message for today. 

 

Ayeyemi Taofeek Aswagaawy 

Author, Oro N Bo: Dripping Words. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Amidst the variants of opinions on the mannerism of the celebrations of a new year of 
Hijrah, this budding writer has painstakingly written a formidable Haiku on Hijrah - 
from the past, present, and lessons to be learnt from this year's Migration into a new 

year. It sure is a call to the teachings of the Prophet in a very interesting way. Thumbs 
up for a job well done. 

 

Aisha Harun {Nanabee} 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

If I'm to tell generations to come about Hijra, I'll surely give to them this wonderful 
piece. 

 

HosseinThePoet 
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Author’s Note 

Writing an assemblage of haikus in a short time seems to me as running flawlessly on 
the ocean waves, it takes imagination, zeal and readiness. But then, it is all possible for 

one who's up for adventure. 

 

A day to Hijrah, I was contemplating on writing a poem for the Islamic New Year. A 
sonnet came to my mind and I did to submit to a magazine. 

Not long after that, a friend asked me what a Haiku poem was. I explained that it 
simply is a form of poem that contains 3 lines and 17 syllables, taking its traditional 

balance in mind which is a 575 line scheme, i.e, the lines contain 5, 7, and 5 syllables 
in each line respectively. 

 

Although, there are other forms, this is the champion. Haiku can be traced back to 
Japan during the 9th century. Haiku at times is called "hokku" which means 'light 

verse'.  

Having written an example for my friend, the breeze of thoughts kissed my brain. I 
began writing on Hijra and the Haiku became ten, then twenty, till I wrote thirty and 

went for Salat Asr.  

 

I pray Allah accept my prayer for my sujud had sprinkles of Haiku in it, I was so 
determined to make it 50.  

Ma sha Allah, I wrote 60.  

 

I told the Author of Oro n Bo about it and he was astonished, he encouraged me to check 
it well affirming the fact that it was a great challenge I had thrown at him. 

My ink was about to exhaust when Meritborne messaged me, it was funny as he said, 

"Are you possessed by madness?", but my reply was "lol". 
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I don't want to bore you with reading this for you've got a lot to chew on, my broken 
pen landed me a round of 100 stanzas of Haiku. I'm happy and say Alhamdulillah.... 

This is my first poetry anthology, so, I'm giving it out as Hijra gift. 

 

 

It may seem impossible that these 100 Haikus were written in a day, however, it isn't 
the impossibility that matters, what matters are the hidden messages embedded in the 
seemingly few individual groups. The stories, encouragements, virtues and promises. I 
urge the reader to be as patient and as reflective as possible while reading to the last, 

it is the essence of penning at all.  

 

I will like to thank Abdulalim Ajenifuja {Meritborne}, Tawfeeq {Aswagaawy} and my 
own childhood friend, Aisha {Nanabee} for their time in critiquing this work and 

providing encouragement to write more. I must say, we did this together. 

To my friend Hussain who I so long to meet but oceans keep us afar, you did a great 
job, thank you for that cover, my heart is in love with it. 

 

I thank you all after that which is given to the Almighty, Allah. 

 

Ibraheem Ahmad  

{TheBrokenPen} 
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Dedication 
To the bird that couldn’t find her nest 

To the homes frozen to death 

To the trees whose fruits are dead 

To the roads injured by trekkers 

To the deserts welcoming strangers 

To those school without students 

To those widows who lost touch 

To the Palestinians on the run 

The Syrians who are lost 

The Rohyingans slashed to ten 

The Chibok girls far from home 

To the Ummah 

To our predecessors who suffered first 

To all students far from home 

To them and to you, I dedicate this book. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Words have their own world wherein they wield vast appealingly magical powers. One 
word spoken well and timely heals and kills. It is no different in this collection of 

haikus written by a budding poet.  

Most powerful words ever existed are found to have been inspired by divinity. It is no 
wonder that having gone through this collection of a hundred haikus three solemn 

times, I can't but agree that they were borne of pure Inspiration. 

Haiku, of Japanese origin, is a special type of poem that wields such wisdom and 
perspective that may never be found in other kinds of poetry. It is a three-line poem 

with a 575 morae. Though, this rule is not stifling, the first line contains 5 syllables, the 
second, 7 and the third, 5 again. To write one haiku takes a good journey through 

reflection, but to write a hundred...  

In this poetical series are carefully woven appealing 100 haikus on hijrah, a direct 
mirror of reminisce that have come with deep description of the prophet's life and his 
sohabas. Their struggles and triumphs, sufferings and survival, trials, voyages, hopes, 

travails, unity, brotherhood, honesty, sacrifice, conviction, fearlessness and other 
virtues.  

What most amazes is how the poet cuts through a wide range of esoteric Islamic themes 
with few words, driving and meandering at will into the topics with expertise, like a 
blind painter paints with his mind, dropping the colours here and there into a perfect 

nature, as is from the archive of hijrah.  

Ibraheem Ahmad has really done an astounding job of inspiration! 

If this collection must die, it should as a seed in the heart of every living Muslim youth 
of today. It is a must read! 

It is recommended mostly for the one whose resolutions towards the new hijrah are 
crawling, hopeless and unyielding. Again, it is to be read and shared!. 

 

 

Abdul Alim Ajenifuja  

Co-founder; Islamic World of Talents and Creative Minds - ISWOT. 
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LET THE VOYAGE BEGIN 

JUST SAY 

BISMILLAH
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In a peaceful town 
Where the storyline begins 

Mecca is the name 
 

More than a thousand 
Years of pain before victory 

The days still count on 
 

You know the story 
How only memory stays 
I miss him like breath 
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O beloved Habeeb 
The track of your touch is clear 

You are always here 
 

You taught us all peace 
Darkness of war was our way 

You brought us the light 
 

History kills some name 
For sunset will rise again 

You are immortal 
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Moment of sunrise 
After every gloomy dawn 
Every heartbeat smiles 

 
Beautiful city 

In the desert of no spring 
Idols have some friends 

 
A man with message 

Calls from the top of mountain 
Haters won't take heed 
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History holds some news 
The migration of Meccans 

Hijra holds teachings 
 

I recall the day 

Night walking away from them 
Dusty sand on heads 

 
The Ansar’s warmth touch 

The drum of welcoming song 
Appeasing empty souls 

 

 
Ansar: The people of Madinah 
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Hijra has taught me 
In the cell of opened door 

Travel for freedom 
 

My acts seem to lie 
When a friend sleeps on my bed 

Sneaking out at night 
 

The journey is far 
Foes behind, my head they seek 

Three nights in a cave 
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Fruit of hard labour 
Trials of life can mislead 

The pious will kiss 
 

The support from God 
When you struggle on His path 

We don't win all times 
 

Firmness on the path 
When a goldsmith bangs a point 

Holding to your norms 
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A sincere intent 

Even when it pains like wound 
You can't market God 

 
Be moderately firm 

Molestation for the weak 
Proud not but be strong 

 
Away from home I am 

A bird flies away from mum 
I'm humbly homesick 
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Hijra shows moment 
When lungs cry for a droplet 

Camels pity men 
 

In the deep desert 
Survival of the fittest 

When men drink their tears 
 

Friends like brothers 
Cladding him from all ordeals 

The bond of the Deen. 
 
 

 
Deen: Another Arabic word for religion i.e Islam. 
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For the light preacher 
In a dangerous fierce night fight 

Protection ensured 
 

We sent down the book 
Some meet to change its message 

We protect the book 
 

I once asked Bilal 
How he felt with stone on him 

Things we do for love 

 

 
Bilal {an African man from Abyssinia} was a companion of the prophet punished for his 
belief in Allah, he was backed on the hot ground to face the hot sun of Mecca, just for 

saying La ilaha illa Allah. 
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Ask not for shortcuts 
Staircase is not a mountain 
Patience wreaks triumph 

 
Anxious men don't win 
In the battle with a foe 
Restlessness be doomed 

 
This course will be done 

Overhead bridge takes some time 
Impatience fail men 
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I left father's farm 
The bites of ants are severe 

The fruits here are ripe 
 

A man left his home 
His pure heart in search of new 

Joyously received 
 

If one leaves Haram 
In love and fear of Allah 

Halal awaits him 
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They left for Yathrib 

Behind the mountain at night 

Then it becomes theirs 

 

Peaceful home they seek 

And they left their gold behind 

The city of light 

 

The city of light 

I found my lost pin at night 

City of Nabiyy 

 

 
Yathrib: The ancient name of the city of Madinah 

Nabiyy: An Arabic word meaning prophet. 
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Hijra of Rasul 

Men and women in Islam 

Nusaybah was there 

 

Voyage of sisters 

Men alone don't build a town 

Summayya was there 

 

Civilization; 

One palm unclouds the other 

Ladies and the Gents 
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The old and the young 

The division of labour 

Ile-Ife built 

 

Ali was so young 

Abu Bakri was an old 

Submitting one’s life 

 

No one is useless 

The tug of war must be won 

Let dwarfs climb the tree 

 

 
Ile-Ife: A town in Osun State 
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Lectures in the mosque 

Telling how to pray and fast 

Glory won't beg us 

 

When war knocks the door 

Here and there, we die like fowls 

Number is a count 

 

Civilization 

Having the power to plan 

Future will be bright 
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He was a planner 

Day and night, planning his steps 

The future won't fail 

 

Siddiq was his co 

Traveling alone could be bad 

Some were his scout men 

 

Planning is risky 

Hopeless hope could mar your wish 

Brain works around clock 

 
Siddiq is the nickname of Abu Bakr, the companion who traveled with him. 
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Life is a cycle 

We walk in the ring of game 

Don't neglect your chair 

 

Play your role very well 

A footballer might not write 

Don't ignore your life 

 

Don't let them force you 

Umar was bold, Khabbab, No! 

Do what you know best 

 
Umar and Khabbab were companions of the prophets. 
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A dogmatic boss 

Living alone with his thoughts 

He shall die alone 

 

He is not a boss 

He who sidelines the others 

In his forlorn way  

 

He told his best friend 

Sell not your heart to sadness 

Allah is with us 

 

 
Lesson from their stay in the cave. Quran says:  

Don’t be sad, Allah is with us. Q 9 VS 40. 
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Never did I know 

Until my dad shed some tears 

Happiness brings tears 

 

Allow me migrate 

Oh my perfect role model 

Wait for sacred peer 

 

In Hijra I learn 

Say your wish, follow His will 

Waiting for His call 

 

 
Narrating the response of the prophet to Abu Bakr while he asked him to migrate alone. 

But the prophet told him to wait maybe Allah will chose a co traveler for him. Allah 
chose him with prophet and Aisha narrated her father’s tear. 
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Choose your bride so wise 

Your in-law in bond as aid 

Your homes are now one 

 

An interesting home 

Father, daughter and the son 

Your home is your aid 

 

Illumination. 

Teach your children by the light 

The homes of callers 
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Hardship fastens belts 

A tapper from palm wine trees 

Never lose control 

 

The house of Arqam 

Where Paradise voyage kicked 

Running never stops 

 

Days they slept like slaves 

Bilal was faced to the sun 

Sumayyah was slashed 

 

 
Arqam: The house where the Muslims meet, during prophet’s time in Mecca. 
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From Hijra we learn 

Men of Dawah or Dawlah 

Don't misplace the two 

 

Fast and pray like mat 

You are great but not to lead 

Your house is the mosque 

 

Knowledge is faraway 

Go to China if need be 

Travel round for it 

 
Dawah is the call to the path of Allah 

Dawlah means a country. 

There is specialization for everyone, some are good to do only lectures, let them stick to 
it if they have no political knowledge, some have politics and inte rnational relations as 
their specialization, let them manage the Muslim affairs. But there is no crime if both 

attributes are found in the same person, afterall, the prophet was a caller and a leader. 
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When the heart-ache sours 

The body will cry some sweat 

Let's all cure the pain 

 

Brotherhood like bond 

At times, tongue grumbles the teeth  

Don't prey on your friend 

 

My hometown freezes 

Birds have stopped to sing, to fly 

I will bring back warmth 
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If men do not die 

Standing strong like a mountain 

You won't have a grave 

 

One day it will end 

Merries and parties will hold 

Sins and you turn friends 

 

Before you, were men 

Powerful like gods they lived 

They once could run too 
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Islam is like sport, 

Mere utterances don't win games 

Actions speak than words 

 

We cry for Syria 

We use the foe's handkerchief 

Our tears will not dry 

 

A lot are in books 

Thinking along but no act 

Hidden thoughts are lies 
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Some travel for truth 

Passing beside the smooth bank 

Angels pray for them 

 

Gold under the pit 

Genius hiding in the room 

Hijab's not a shame 

 

Stand always and tall 

Walk around the vast globe sea 

Knowledge is not cheap 
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Be good to all men 

Help their lives in times of need 

You have bought their souls 

 

Dogs can be thankful 

When you soak water in socks 

They drink to fullest 

 

In the gloomy night 

When their snoring wakes you up 

Hidden prayer times 
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O souls' Creator 

You weave our heart by Qur'an 

We're pleased by Your will 

 

Final messenger 

Upon all the obstacles 

Mighty was his fame 

 

You sent him as light 

To the darkest time of life 

He led us to light 
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A poor young orphan 

Waking up beside no mum 

Under Allah’s care 

 

You gave him a key 

By revelation he talks 

Golden key of light 

 

He was on errand 

Crescent in its fine ozone 

Delivered Your light 
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Celestial journey 

Behind Burraq he drove high 

He returned by dawn 

 

He left for Your side 

He completed his message 

Him beside your throne 

 

You named him The Last 

Some wished they had the title 

Honour at its peak 

 
 Burraq was the name of animal the prophet mounted on his celestial journey  

Israi Wal Miraj 
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He brought us some signs 

Those difficult to deny 

Qur'an is the best 

 

He read the Qur'an 

The poets and the linguistics 

Silence was reborn 

 

We have the best man 

Every mountain knows his name 

You gave him the name 
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By Your love Allah 

The kind You have for Your friend 

Heed my plea I beg 

 

Salihun of men 

Hopeful of Your forgiveness 

Criminals have who? 

 

By Your door I stand 

Calling Your beautiful names 

Don't reject my hands 

 

 
Salihun means the good people 
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Syria and Burma 

On the run to save their lives 

Wipe their tears Allah 

 

It does not come free 

A day in Eden's Garden 

Jannah needs some fist 

 

I thought of fifty 

And now hundred is the count 

Hijra and Haiku 
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By every letter 

Send Your blessings upon him 

Muhammad my love  

 

....................... 

 

 

 
  Ibraheem Olanrewaju -Ahmad- 

TheBrokenPen 

1st Muharram 1439 

21st September 2017 
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About The Author 

 

Ibraheem Olanrewaju Ahmad is a fresh graduate of Al-Azhar University from the 
faculty of Law. In love with his books and pen and has with that bagged a number of 

awards in his archive. 
 

Ibraheem has featured in different magazines and journals both in English and Arabic 
at home and in diaspora. He speaks and writes articles and poetry. He can be read on 

Ibraheemblogs.WordPress.com  
 

He is fund of saying: "make books your everlasting friends" 
His pen name is "The Broken Pen" 

SHOULD YOU NEED GET TO ME ABOUT THIS BOOK OR ON SOMETHING ELSE 
 
 

Contact. 
E-mail: ibraheemblogs@gmail.com 

Phono no: +201118773795 

Meet me with the name Ibraheemblogs on the following platform 

Google+, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Linkdln & tumblr. 

 

 

 

http://ibraheemblogs.wordpress.com/
mailto:ibraheemblogs@gmail.com
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THANK YOU FOR READING THROUGH 

YOU ARE FREE TO SHARE ANY PART OF THIS BOOK 

BY ANY MEANS 

JUST DO AWAY FROM PALGIARISM. 

 

INCASE OF PUBLISHING INTO A HARDCOPY 

PLEASE, GET TO ME. 

 

SALAM UPON YOU. 


